SUMMARY: Resolving the Three Great Mysteries, Consciousness, Free Will, and ‘God’
Complexity theory can be modeled as an expanding number of quantum mechanical
observational measuring systems that are only relatively autonomous as they are all connected
by a common observer wherein evidentially the laws of physics have to appear the same for all
observers. Everything in our model of reality is changed by adopting a (non-material) 0-D point/
twist as the original Riemannian point-element from which our more advanced Riemannian
space-time structure of physical reality evolved (- as follows).
Bernhard Riemann’s original conception of curved spatial surfaces oﬀers an n-dimensional
space embedded in an n+1 manifold. When n = 0, a (virtual) non-dimensional (0D) point
functions as an invariant (nonlocal) absence. This 0D point is kept from collapsing back into an
(indivisible) Void by a (potential) vortex (i.e., a point with a twist) that yields equal and opposite
torsional potentials, initiating the emergence of curved spatial surfaces. Torsional potentials
‘drive’ the rapid replication of discrete 0D coordinate locations to form an expanding 3D
volume. Also, all 0D points in 3D remain united at a single 0D polar point in the fourth
dimension of space (we refer to as 4D) that most physicists think of as a point in time.
Hereafter, all frictionless, temperature-independent (0D) point-centered events are embedded
in all higher-dimensional Riemannian spaces forming nested hierarchies which include and
transcend all lower dimensions. Each higher polar point serves as an ‘observer-driven'
mechanism, measuring and manifesting gradations of self-organizing electromagnetic and
gravitational potentials. All 0D points also sustain their ‘non-material’ absence—in space over
time—as the indivisible ‘presence’ of a primordial (Godlike) awareness which we can
consciously experience as an ‘insightful witnessing (receptive/reflective) all-knowing mirror-like
intelligence.’
As ‘this’ dimensionless Void must retain its formless nature, all that ‘takes form’ must be
constructed out of 0D points, maintaining their formless unity in ever more complex ways.
In other words, the absence of form—without need of any force or intention—continuously
‘organizes and orchestrates’ the extension and expansion of form.
We also experience this same primal 0D awareness (throughout 3D) as the basis for our selfcentric (subjective) experience.
In this way 0D ‘now’ functions as 4D, the next-higher level of observer-driven (objective)
consciousness. Our experience of free will is actually the eﬀect/aﬀect of 0D/4D observer-driven
consciousness on 3D geometry, biology, and psychology.
With each higher dimension (5&6D and up), there are more 0D points ‘refining’ our overall
comprehension and articulation of lower dimensions.
Freedom from suﬀering occurs (i.e., Self-realization) when 0D/3D/4D (and up) are aligned
together, as a resonant syntropy. This requires 4D objective consciousness to ‘eﬀortlessly align
with and sensitively embody’ a subjective 0D/3D ‘awakeness’ which has no image.
Like a mirror, it unites, reflects, and transforms our experience of who and what we are, a
universal intelligence appearing as uniquely individuating minds and bodies. By consciously
sharing awareness-of-this-awakeness, the delusions of separation dissolve, awakening and
enlightening our ‘selves’ and all of humankind.
It is truly astounding that all this has been spontaneously orchestrated. Our unborn immortal
nature (as a void-based whole) has evolved unique indivisible beings, and all life everywhere,
adding ‘us' to the future of a virtually fathomless multiverse while flawlessly clearing ‘a way’ for
our awakening as a newly enlightened species.
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